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Support to Community Engagement in Local Governance (SCLG) Project

The Support to Community Engagement in Local Governance (SCLG) Project was implemented by

the Department of Local Governance (DLG) with technical support from the Japan International

Cooperation Agency (JICA). The project was launched in August 2015 and ends in March 2021.

The Project conceived, conceptualized and pilot-tested Community Engagement Platform (CEP) at

six Gewogs in Dagana (Gozhi & Drukjeegang), Punakha (Lingbukha & Goenshari), and Monggar

(Chali & Drepong) Dzongkhags. In total 31 CEPs have been formed in these pilot sites.

In the rural countryside, quite a good number of Zomdus are organized for different purposes.

However, its frequency, larger size of attendees, poor attendance and lack of proper agenda has

posed a big challenge for effective zomdu. Instances are, a few vocal and influential individuals

dominated the discussions, leading to decisions that are often not in line with the community

interest. People have also developed fatigue of too many ad-hoc Zomdus, resulting poor or

passive participation. The SCLG project hypothesized that forming smaller neighborhood groups

in the form of CEPs at the community will work well for effective zomdu.

CEP was initiated to address these challenges. CEP's Nangzom, an informal gathering offers a

conducive platform for people to gather amongst themselves and delve openly on issues which

matter to them, their group and the community. Through CEP, people can participate in the

planning and decision-making processes and voice their views and ideas in local governance and

community development. Once CEP groups are formed, Nangzoms form quintessential part of a

CEP. Nangzoms are coordinated by the CEP Coordinators and it may be held once a month or

more frequently, as deemed necessary and agreed amongst the group. Nangzoms are conducted

in the community at one of the members’ house or at a mutually convenient place and time. Any

member of a household can attend the Nangzom. It is informal and more inclusive.

To bring substantive deliberation in the CEP Nangzoms, the T-Shape Analysis and Drongsep

Yardrak Programme approaches help in activation of passive CEPs. The most critical issue for

forming CEP is to find out how people assess the sustainability of the local community where

they reside. T-shape Analysis is an easy-to-use tool to assess the sustainability of the community

from the demographic point of view. The Drongsep Yardrak approach and its tools like Seasonal

Calendar, Happiness Tree Analysis and Community Scanning, Mapping and Action Plan

Formulation instills in rural community the mindset to take ownership in rural development by

the community people themselves. It aims to transform rural people from ‘Working Farmers’ to

‘Thinking Farmers’ to ‘Visioning Farmers’. The approach also helps in identifying and segregating

Self-Help, Mutual Help and Public-Help activities in the local level planning and decision making,

thereby enabling easy prioritization. The Five Fingers’ model guides the managerial and

functional aspects of CEPs.
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